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Visit our website at: www.ohrdavid.orgLooking back at over three decades and 
over 900 alumni, the accomplishments of our 
Yeshiva are awe-inspiring. Many alumni became 
Rabbis and teachers, doctors and lawyers and 
are now outstanding leaders in their fields and 
communities. Their commitment to the Jewish 
community began with intensive Torah study at 
Yeshivat Ohr David. Join us and be part of the 
Ohr David family.

Rabbi Yosef Granofsky
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“Ohr David helped me focus my life, 
to find my own unique direction, and 
provided me with the tools to act and the 
skillset to use them”

"The Yeshiva’s only goal is to help their 
talmidim grow. That’s it. My Ohr David 

experience has given me a completely 
new perspective on life, my place in 

it, and how I want to live it."

"I'm much stronger in what I believe in. I'm 
more knowledgeable in what I want. I have 
an understanding how to get there and the 
desire to do these things"

"Normally, you want to keep your issues 
to yourself otherwise others may use your 
vulnerabilities against you. Not here. We 
support each other and love each other. 
The older guys lend their experience to the 
younger guys. We're all brothers here. We're 
part of a family. That means everyone helps 
everyone grow in a super honest, trusting 
enviornment. It's a culture that starts 
with the Rabbis and spreads to the 
entire student body. It's a culture 
of honesty and support. We 
are so open and caring 
with each other"

Ohr David Is... Connection.
To HaShem, to Torah, to Searching for Truth and 

Personal Growth, to Experiencing Life 
and Finding Yourself, to Rabbeim 

and friends, who become 
like brothers, and 

to Our Land, 
Israel.


